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a b s t r a c t 

Digitization in agriculture is rapidly advancing further on. New technologies and solutions were developed and get 
invented which ease farmers’ daily life, help them and their partners to gain knowledge about farming processes 
and environmental interrelations. This knowledge leads to better decisions and contributes to increased farm 

productivity, resource efficiency, and environmental health. Along with numerous advantages, some negative 
aspects and dependencies risk seamless workflow of agricultural production. Therefore, this study presents the 
state of the art of digitization in agriculture and points out vulnerabilities in digitized farming processes. The 
most important are the lack of interoperability and the dependency on internet connection. Hence, requirements 
are posed to meet these vulnerabilities in future IT (information technology) systems resulting in successive levels 
of resilience that cover the individual needs of farms adjusted to their mobile and landline internet supply. These 
findings are incorporated in a conceptual framework for a highly digitized fictive farm. Resilience is ensured 
by decentralized storage and computing capacities and internet independent communication networks including 
cooperation with machinery rings and contractors. 
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. Introduction 

Growing urban populations and the reduction of arable land, in-
rease the need for productive, efficient, and environmentally friendly
ays of agricultural production. For more than three decades, agricul-

ure changed towards an increasing degree of automation [1] . Today nu-
erous digital solutions already exist to support farmers’ everyday lives

2] . Examples can be found within the monitoring of crops and soils as
ell as for data analysis and storage including decision support [ 3 , 4 ].
ost solutions today need a connection to farm external cloud systems
here data and information are being received from and transferred

o. Farmers are motivated to actively use this information technology
o benefit from increases in farm input efficiencies, from decreases in
egative environmental impacts as well as from automated operation
ocumentation. 

However, farmers in Europe are diverse in their farm produces and
any digital solutions only cover partly the activities within farms. This

eads to the problem that farmers experience the lack of interoperabil-
ty of different digital products. Data often cannot be transferred or ex-
orted from one system into another one. The data formats and inter-
aces are not sufficiently standardized to allow an easy and necessary
nteraction [5] . 
∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail address: sebastian.boekle@uni-hohenheim.de (S. Bökle). 
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Additionally, agriculture in Germany is mainly based on small and
edium-sized enterprises when looking at the number of farms [6] .
ost of them are not mechanized with modern machinery and can-

ot benefit from the latest on-farm established progresses, according to
recision farming principles (automated data acquisition, site-specific
arming, fleet management, field robots) [ 7 , 8 ]. Investments for equip-
ent and analysis are too expensive for small and middle scaled farmers

o apply for example VRA (Variable Rate Applications) in fertilization
r site-specific spraying. In order to give also these farmers the oppor-
unity to optimize farm inputs with such methods, new arrangements
n terms of IT infrastructure and interoperability are needed. Access to
hese technologies can be established over MRs (Machinery Rings, in
erman-speaking countries) and contractors. MRs and contractors can
se the capacity of these technologies more profitable and consequently
an afford the latest innovations because of higher area outputs. With
imple and interoperable connections between farmers, MRs, and con-
ractors they have a high potential to make digital farming solutions
ccessible and affordable for small and medium-sized farms [9] . 

Agriculture is classified as belonging to the national critical infras-
ructure. Therefore, there is a requirement for food production to be
ontinued during any exceptional situation or crisis [ 10 , 11 ]. Today most
igital farming solutions depend on constant internet connection and
he users are highly relying on the availability of mobile or landline
ata communication. Having all data for the farm management on one
loud server or one provider is very risky in terms of data availabil-
ty. Therefore, a distributed and decentral structure would contribute
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o minimizing risks [12] . A future digital farming system has to include
esilient structures to decrease the vulnerability against these situations
13] . 

Data security and data ownership is an important aspect that con-
erns farmers when moving more towards digital systems today. At least
ince the judgment of the European court of justice from July 16th,
020 about the agreement “Privacy Shield ” between the USA and Eu-
ope [14] . Implying that no data transmissions to servers in the U.S.
r other countries can be applied if these countries do not guarantee
uropean Privacy standards. Transparency with data handling and pro-
ection using open-source software could additional generate trust for
he user. 

This paper aims to conceptualize an FDFS (Future Digital Farming
ystem) that ensures high interoperability between all components as
ell as resilient data availability. The objectives of this study were: (i)

o identify existing barriers of interoperability; (ii) to describe the neces-
ary components of an FDFS including formats, interfaces, and ontolo-
ies; (iii) to develop and describe a novel conceptual framework that
ighlights the connections between the identified components; and (iv)
o give insight how this novel concept can be realized. For the latter,
he application of the introduced concept is to be shown in an example
f an inter-farm slurry application executed by machinery rings. 

. State of the art of digital farming and components 

The development and implementation of precision farming tech-
iques started in the middle of the 90s during the last century. The
vailability of a satellite-based GPS (Global Positioning System) for non-
ilitary use (NAVSTAR GPS) [15] in combination with new robust elec-

ronic hardware on agricultural machinery for harsh operation condi-
ions were the foundation for several Precision Farming applications.
urthermore, these technical innovations enabled new agricultural man-
gement opportunities which were even more important than the tech-
ical developments themselves, because production process optimiza-
ions e.g. in fertilization and plant protection became visible and realis-
ic: Site specific treatments followed yield logging and monitoring, and
ence fertilization got more viable by using VRA [16] . 

Another advance was the development of Smart Farming. The new
rinciple was that site specific VRA was conducted by real-time sensor
echnology being able to substitute costly and time consuming soil sam-
ling and the subsequent mapping processes. Automatic steering sys-
ems and section control pushed Smart Farming also to a higher level
f automation. All developments lead to relieve the farmers from plan-
ing but furthermore contribute to better decision support and a higher
ccuracy in the manipulation or application process. 

In Digital Farming all former mentioned about Precision and Smart
arming is still valid but new components are added. In Precision Farm-
ng the overall aim was already to describe e.g. complex field conditions
n a more precise and comprehensive way but computational power and
ata storage capacities were limited. This has changed today due to tech-
ological advances and will improve gradually in the future. For the
mplementation of Digital Farming four components are of high inter-
st: (i) the IoT (internet of things) or M2M (machine-to-machine) com-
unication, (ii) cloud computing, (iii) big data analysis and AI (artifi-

ial intelligence), and (iv) autonomous vehicles (robots) [ 16 , 17 ]. These
our components will allow automated data communication between
achines, will provide sufficient and easily accessible data storage, will

llow the use of the latest AI methods in data analysis, and will offer
ew machinery on the highest automation levels. The overall aim of all
hese developments is to provide new opportunities in managing farms
nd optimizing processes in order to gain benefits in resource efficiency,
nvironmental protection, and economic viability. 

One requirement for creating new relevant information from com-
lex data analysis is context awareness via metadata. Metadata are nec-
ssary to document where data comes from, out of which surrounding or
ontext, and in which format it is to ease, optimize and accelerate pro-
2 
essing [18] . Therefore, there is not only a new need for an agreement
n how content data are stored and transmitted but also for additional
ontext data describing what the data is about, how it is related, and
hat is the defined meaning (metadata). 

Once farmers want to start to use Digital Farming methods on their
arms, they quickly face the challenges Villa-Henriksen [18] describes
n his review: The more development in digitization takes place head-
ng Digital Farming, the more capacity challenges need to be solved.
nvestments, service costs, complexity, data amount, computing, and
T infrastructural capacities increase and also the dependency on power
nd internet supply. Furthermore, resilient and safe systems are required
o ensure food production in the widest possible range against any dis-
urbances. Increasing amounts of data, computing, and infrastructure
apacities need to grow along and must be resilient and safe. 

These challenges and the partly cautiously adoption (see also
ection 2.1 ) of digital farming aspects amongst farmers are known to
he EU and the national governments. The EU Member States seized
hat and acted in a common declaration named “A smart and sustain-
ble digital future for European agriculture and rural areas ” [19] . To ad-
ress this problem the CAP (Common Agricultural Policy) funds many
rojects like DEMETER, ATLAS, SmartAgriHubs, OPEN DEI, and EIP
gri [ 20 , 21 ]. Like this, the EU builds a scientific foundation concern-

ng data security, infrastructure, and education to ease the use of digital
echnologies for its citizens, here specifically farmers. Further project
unding takes place on a national level. In Germany amongst others 14
o-called “Experimentierfelder ” (Experimental fields) are funded with
0 Mio. € to test and intensify digitization in agriculture. In the German
tate of Baden-Württemberg for example farmers are supported with 80 €
er hectare when applying site specific fertilization [22] . Furthermore,
unding application is more and more only online and digitally possible
 23 , 24 ] (see also section 2.3 ). 

.1. Farm management information systems 

Farm Management Information Systems (FMIS) are the digital way
or farmers to organize, manage and overview all processes on the farm
25] . As digital data acquisition and use increase exponentially [26] ,
MISs help to document, report, calculate and analyse farm data. They
rovide optimized decisions for food production, reduced harm to the
nvironment, and financial performance of the farm business [ 1 , 27 ].
n Germany and most European states agriculture in general and farms
hemselves are very heterogeneous with special requirements which in
ost cases are not covered by a single FMIS. Consequently, numerous

MISs are available and needed. Ströbel [28] listed at least 18 FMIS ven-
ors in Germany and Fountas [29] found 141 FMISs from 75 different
endors in Europe and some widely used FMISs are not even reported in
he literature [30] . That means there is a high number of FMISs with spe-
ific features for almost every niche in agricultural production. More and
ore FMIS vendors merge functionalities from different farm sections

31] . Although there is a positive trend of implementations, still farmers
how a reserved adoption of FMISs because of low economic efficiency,
solated solutions, low technical self-confidence, increasing complexity
f the systems, and mistrust in terms of data safety and security [ 32 , 33 ].
n any case, whether the FMIS is multifunctional or specialized, hardly
ny FMIS covers all needs of a farm so far. Consequently, secondary
oftware, therefore, is used for special purposes, revealing the need for
nteroperability between FMISs itself, data sources, and secondary soft-
are. Most FMISs support multiple import functions. But also required
re export functions serving multiple formats or APIs (Application Pro-
ramming Interface) ensuring direct a seamless data transfer. For re-
aining interoperability constraints, converters like ADAPT (Agricul-

ural Data Application Programming Toolkit) offer a solution to convert
achine data into FMIS readable formats. As precondition OEM (Orig-

nal Equipment Manufacturer) plugins must be available. Nevertheless,
he sector of documentation and management software (FMISs) is the
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ost used and includes the most intended to use digital tools among
armers [ 27 , 34 ]. 

FMISs fulfil different purposes [35] . Tummers [30] list 81 fea-
ures/functionalities. The latest functionalities lead to real-time track-
ng of live transmission and live telemetry data of several machine data
nd functionalities [36] . Realizing the lack of interoperability vendors
lso turn to export several data formats at certain functionalities, here
or example in terms of guidance and data formats [37–39] . 

FMISs are increasingly built upon cloud-based platforms and/or on-
ine versions of their applications [40] . Tummers [30] found among 21
tudies that “Web FMIS ” are described the most. The obvious advantages
re the independence of the device one is using while several people can
dit data simultaneously storing all data on a webserver. Furthermore,
he software for data analysis is present in the cloud [41] . Cloud-based
MISs use this connection to software to get improved data analysis. The
evelopment towards mainly cloud-based systems makes internet con-
ection a critical factor that is limited in rural areas [18] . Farmers also
ake a risk by storing their data in only one cloud and waiving decentral
torage including hardware at the farm office [28] . 

.2. Data exchange 

This section describes how and in which manner data is transferred
rom its source to its destination. Mainly the source of data is whether
 sensor, a computer application, like an FMIS or GIS (Geographic In-
ormation System), or an external source. External sources can be for
xample download options from the internet, like services or satellite
mages. 

.2.1. Hardware interfaces 

Considering interfaces, it is to distinguish between hard- and soft-
are interfaces. Hardware interfaces are at the field level connecting
achinery, terminals, and sensors. Due to technical developments and

tandardization in terms of ISO 11783 (International Organization for
tandardization) during the last twenty years, hardware interoperability
ecame a minor problem. 

.2.2. Software interfaces 

Data exchange from machinery to the cloud is in most cases pro-
rietary and consequently works well in a proprietary “one OEM ” sur-
ounding. If we talk about software interfaces we mean a specific API
hat enables seamless connection and data transfer between two digi-
al entities like two cloud-based FMISs, vehicle display, and cloud or
esktop software, etc. Most APIs which enable cross-manufacturer data
xchange require a company’s account or even a service fee [42] . Villa-
enriksen [18] reviewed several publications suggesting open and stan-
ardized interfaces for increased organizational interoperability. An in-
ustrial approach for improved B2B (business to business) communica-
ion is “DataConncet ” where a collaboration of OEMs developed an in-
erface according to international standards among their cloud systems.
xperiences are shared among AEF (Agricultural Industry Electronics
oundation) projects and other OEMs and software companies [43] . 

Another example is the Agrirouter concept (3.0.0, dke, Germany).
y integrating the one specific agrirouter interface into their products,
gricultural machinery manufacturers, as well as soft- and hardware
artners, can transmit data in between 27 brands and 16 shareholders
ho provide software solutions [44] . The agrirouter works as a neutral
ata exchange platform in between, farmers, contractors, OEMs, soft-
are OEMs, etc. By creating an account, farmers can connect to any
grirouter using machine or partner directly or indirectly over manu-
acturer platforms. To ease connection organization there is a UI (User
nterface). Machines without a telematics system can be retrofitted with
orresponding hardware cooperating with agrirouter. 

From cloud to cloud though or from cloud to FMIS of different man-
facturers there are still many interoperability problems because of pro-
rietary interfaces [ 45 , 46 ]. But especially for interfarm collaborations
3 
n almost every farming sector efficient and interoperability promoting
nterfaces are needed [47] . 

.2.3. Formats (Cloud levels) 

Everywhere where data is being generated it needs to be stored in
n organized and senseful manner. This is defined by the producer of
he data source resulting in a certain data format. This is necessary to
nd proper use and processing in the future of data in general. With
he progressing accumulation of devices producing digital data, a lot of
ormats were developed simultaneously. Fulton [48] lists 24 formats.
he PLM Viewer (Precision Land Manager, Version: 2019.02.00.236,
ewHolland, Trimble Inc., Italy, and U.S.) has the possibility to import
ver 30 formats from over 18 OEMs and standards [49] . The Agrirouter’s
nterface is able to use 11 different formats to transfer in between de-
ices [44] and offers an extension for more formats. 

Korduan and Nash [50] suggested an integration of the standard
ormats of agroXML(agricultural Extensible Markup Language) and
SOXML into the GML (Geography Markup Language) standard because
oth include georeferenced data. Consequently, these data can be used
n standardized GIS methods via GML standard format. Due to the lim-
tations of agroXML, it got a semantic upgrade to agroRDF (Resource
escription Framework) in order to gain more flexibility and extensi-
ility in terms of data structure and data model [51] . Although these
ormats got minor attention in the past years it is recommended to re-
ert to standards like in this case to XML and GML [52] . 

Out of this broad diversity of formats, ISOXML [53] and ESRI- Shape-
le (Environmental Systems Research Institue) [54] gain more attention

n the practical, agricultural context of machinery, clouds, and FMISs.
ost OEMs meanwhile offer import and export functions for Shape-
le and ISOXML files in terms of data transfer between machinery and
MISs. 

Shapefiles are easy to display and to process in GISs. Also the han-
ling of AB lines, field trial designs, and complex field boundaries in-
luding many waypoints is practical and storage saving. On the other
and, they are of limited use to apply and completely document tasks.
here are no options to add semantics to Shapefiles linking it in an
ntology-based data network to represent and use it in an interoperable
ay for multiple sinks over a long period of time, which is necessary

f resilience is considered. Also, the composition of several “part-files ”
omplicates processing [55] . Further important limitations of Shapefiles
re listed in reflections of ESRI [56] . 

The ISOXML format was not as popular as Shapefiles but gains in-
reasing attention in all kinds of OEMs of the agricultural context. Its
eneral use in between FMISs and machinery is foreseen by the defi-
ition of the ISO 11783 standard. In ISOXML, as a text-based format,
eld tasks are represented in a holistic manner realizing a complete
lanning and documentation [57] . The format is very flexible and of-
ers numerous options to integrate all kinds of elements, attributes for
ask application and documentation. In literature, few problems can be
ound around ISOXML itself. Nevertheless, during a validation of the
unction of an ISOBUS telemetric system Bauer et al. [58] came across
issing As-applied documentation, deviating values of set-point and as-

pplied rates as well as offsets in time and space of the task application.
hese problems are not due to the format structure itself but reveal that
roviding a complete code can be challenging. Furthermore, farmers
eet problems in the field reading ISOXML tasks on terminals with dif-

erent software versions [59] . In addition, farmers mostly task service
roviders to prepare application maps for example. In case of inconve-
iences for farmers, ISOXML is hard to browse eliminating wrong code.

For complex polygons with an increasing number of waypoints, more
owerful process capacities are necessary, which implies limitations for
lder terminals with low capacity micro controllers. 

Another problem are the broad interpretations and inconsistent im-
lementations of the ISOBUS standard [ 60 , 61 ]. The ISOXML taskdata
s-applied maps of two different fertilizer spreaders for example can
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ook very different because of disparate interpretation and outraging
he possibilities of the ISO 11783 standard by the OEMs. 

To include ISOXML in proprietary systems “Müller Elektronik ” de-
eloped an ISOXML – to – Shapefile converter (Version 5.1.7, Mueller-
lectronics, Germany) [62] . There is also an ISO plugin for format trans-
ormation in the AgGateway toolkit ADAPT [63] . Furthermore, there is
n ISOXML humanizer from the iGreen project which can help to get a
etter overview of ISOXMLs [64] . 

In general, it is advantageous if collected data follow data models us-
ng international standards like RDF and OWL (web ontology language)
nd the identification of data by IRIs (International Resource Identi-
ers). If data are described by a common vocabulary and structured in
 unified manner they meet the FAIR (findable, accessible, interopera-
le, and reusable) principles [ 65 , 66 ] which is necessary for long-term
ata use and storage like in the sector of agriculture. Using then ISOXML
r JSON-LD (JavaScript Object Notation-Linked Data), recommended by
oense [67] for example, as data format, a solid documentation foun-
ation is laid for sustainable data use, leveraging traceability and, data
ggregation. Furthermore, these formats allow quick responses to pro-
ramming commands [68] . 

Consequently, OEMs might promote this by reducing proprietary in-
erpretations and implementations within the standard of ISO 11783 to
 minimum and avoid it concerning basic documentation data which are
sed by farmers in the daily work. Hence, M2M communication, espe-
ially in mixed fleets, can be realized on an international standard basis
ccomplishing interoperability. 

.3. Documentation, CC, and billing 

Data documentation on farms is manifold: It is obligatory in terms
f government subsidy programs, it is beneficial for farm-specific man-
gement and economic calculations related to services and sales and it
eads to increased knowledge about cultivated fields and hence decision
upport. To receive the EU subsidies, farmers need to fulfil obligations
Cross Compliance (CC)) in environmental protection, human-, animal-,
nd plant health and animal welfare [69] in order to reach the goals of
he common agricultural policy (CAP). 

Consequently, precise documentation in a digital way in these areas
s increasingly practiced to fulfil the required obligations [70] . The ap-
lication for CC subsidies in the state of Baden-Württemberg in Germany
or example can be made only electronically [23] . Also in England, rural
ayments are to be applied online [24] . However, in a survey across Eu-
ope [71] , it’s been shown that farmers conduct data documentation still
y hand but also digitally or in combination, which leads to additional
fforts for certain groups of farmers. 

Precision farming applications reduce outputs [72–75] and realize
ustainable management practices. The augmented use of correspond-
ng PF applications gets honoured by increased subsidies. Based on the
U regulations [76] , rural payments can be applied for when, for exam-
le, optical crop sensors are used in combination with the variable-rate
pplication of N and P. Here fore, a digital “As-Applied ” documentation
ncluding field data is necessary [77] . Thus, in the sense of subsidized,
ustainable agriculture, documentation efforts for farmers become fi-
ancially and technically more significant. For small-scale farmers, this
onstitutes a technical challenge, which is mainly met by collaborating
ith contractors, interfarm machine use, or in so-called machinery rings.
urthermore, data handling constitutes a challenge because formats of
ata acquisition, processing, and digital application for subsidies may
iffer. 

A typical example is the case of billing for such precision farming
ervices among farmers, farmers and machinery rings, and farmers and
ontractors. The data for fast and complete documentation for correct
illing is available from high-tech machines and farmers’ fields. How-
ver, as many studies have shown [ 71 , 72 , 78 ], there is still a lack of
onnected and interoperable systems, which makes digital documenta-
ion and billing a complicated, time-consuming, and error-prone task.
4 
herefore, especially small-scale farmers, often hesitate to invest in dig-
tal farming solutions because the latter might not pay off in the end.
ut in any case, these tools are needed for all farmers who want to op-
rate a sustainable farm and get financial support from the government.
ere, low-cost, interoperable, and open source solutions for digital farm-

ng are needed to include sustainable and high-quality producing small-
cale farms in the progress of digitization which also constitutes a worth
rotectable small-scaled rural agriculture. 

.4. Data description 

Data from objects, conditions, functions, and their relations are the
asis of digital farming, knowledge-based, and data-driven agriculture.
arming developed over the history of humankind and accumulated
nowledge on how to produce food. With the rapid development in dig-
tization and the exponential growth of collected and provided data the
AIR principals [66] offer a sustainable guideline in order to have share-
nd reusable data in the present and future. To ensure that sustainably
ntologies are used. Gruber [79] defines ontologies as an explicit spec-
fication of a conceptualization. That means the knowledge domain of
griculture as a whole would be described with standardized terminolo-
ies, relations, and derivations. The agreed vocabulary of the domain
s organized in classes, relations, functions, and axioms and further de-
cribes details [80] . Gruninger and Lee [81] list three fields of applica-
ion of ontologies: Communication, automatic reasoning and represen-
ation, and knowledge reuse. To learn from older data and build upon
ained knowledge these functions are essential in digital farming. 

While there still occur complications in terms of interoperability
n between digital devices for example of the international standard
SO11783 (ISOBUS) [ 58 , 82 , 83 ] several activities take place to merge
nd clarify standards, terminologies, and data definitions, which might
ow in the definitions of ISO 11783 [84] . 

Mietzsch and Martini [85] list 35 standards and standard groups re-
iewed within the EU project SmartAgriFood [86] . They demand not
o develop new standards but to focus standardization on generally ap-
licable, cross-domain data structures where special content is repre-
ented in an interpretable way by machines [87] . Furthermore, Martini
nd Schmitz suggest using RDF schemes which perform equally as XML
chemes but offer a better overview while using a sixth of the volume
51] . Maybe the most prominent source for ontologies is the AGROVOC
Agricultural Vocabulary) by the FAO (Food and Agriculture Organiza-
ion of the United Nations) [88] . In the linked data cloud, it is linked
ith over twenty other agricultural relevant data resources [89] . Data

s further organized by the SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization Sys-
em) and brought into the semantic web by the OWL (Ontology Web
anguage) [90] . The web addresses of the databases are identified by
RI (Uniform Resource Identifiers) with a corresponding URL (Uniform
esource Locator). To cover an even wider range of scripts IRIs (Inter-
ational Resource Identifiers) are used to support non-ASCII characters
n Web addresses. The database is in the RDF (Resource Description
ramework) Format, clustered in triples which make it easy to transfer
he data into a semantic web data model [ 91 , 92 ]. Using the standard
uery language SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol And RDF Query Language)
he advantage of a single point of access is offered. For logical reasons
t is recommended to make efforts to include non-RDF applications and
odels into today’s editing [90] . 

Furthermore, several projects and activities aim to improve inter-
perability within the agri-food chain, connecting existing projects and
ndustry solutions. Over the funding program Horizon2020 within the
roject DEMETER of the EU [93] , a profound analysis of the State of the
rt and State of practice has been conducted. It includes dominant sys-

ems like FIWARE (Future-Internet-ware), Agrifood, Saref4Agri (Smart
pplications REFerence ontology), ADAPT, INSPIRE (Infrastructure for
patial Information in Europe) and FOODIE (Farm-Oriented Open Data
n Europe), AGROVOC, and EO (Earth observation) data [94] . The EU
roject ATLAS (Agricultural Interoperability and Analysis System) as
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ell, which focuses on an open, distributed, and extensible data interop-
rability network. Ontologies of AGROVOC, CGIAR (Consultative Group
n International Agricultural Research), GS1 (Global Standards One),
nd ISO 11783 are referenced in the ATLAS project [95] . The CGIAR
as developed the AgrO (Agronomy Ontology) building up on the on-
ologies of Crop Ontology [96] and Planteome [97] . 

In order to meet the need to host, align and enable the use of
any ontologies in agro informatics applications the LIRMM (Labora-

ory of Informatics, Robotics, and Microelectronics of Montpellier) de-
eloped the Agroportal as a repository for numerous ontologies [98] .
urthermore, KTBL (Kuratorium für Technik und Bauwesen in der Land-
irtschaft/ Board of Trustees for Technology and Construction in Agri-

ulture) in Germany works on standards, the Agricultural electronics
ection ISO/TC23/SC19 on ISO11783 and ADAPT in the USA and Eu-
ope [99] . 

Still the problem of overlapping vocabularies and constraints be-
ause of progressing developments and innovations stays and leaves
he wish to cover the whole agricultural domain within one platform
ith ontologies in a flexible, expandable, and sustainable way. One at-

empt in this direction is the rmAgro/drmAgro (Reference Model/ Data
or Reference Model Agriculture/ crop production) initiated and main-
ained by the University of Wageningen. A reference is in development
ith a clear description and definition of classes of objects in agriculture
 99 , 100 ]. 

.5. Communication technologies 

With the increasing amount of applications in agricultural practice
nd research which need internet connection [ 42 , 101 ], the importance
f communication technology and infrastructure gets confirmed. Be-
ond GSM (Global System for Mobile Communication) and UMTS (Uni-
ersal Mobile Telecommunications System), Villa-Henriksen [18] sum-
arized available options for wireless communication technologies. 

However, one of the most important complaints of farmers is a lack
f network coverage, broadband supply, or even general network con-
ection in rural areas [ 34 , 71 , 102 ]. Berkes et al. [103] found this prob-
em for agricultural students concerning online lectures in Germany.
laver [104] reports about a non-profit association in brazil which aims
o bring 4G LTE (Long Term Evolution) with 700MHz broadband to
ural areas because 70% of these do not have internet access. The 2-
G coverage of each country, split up by network operating companies,
an be evaluated on the GSMA (Groupe Speciale Mobile Association)
ebpage [105] . In Germany, the Federal Network Agency (BNA, Bun-
esnetzagentur) provides a function to give detailed insights in network
overage per region, time span, and provider [106] . For rural areas in
ost countries, internet supply is insufficient or at least very variable

107] . 
In addition, blackouts and network disturbances are still common.

ökle et al. [101] list some severe blackout occasions which affect
etwork supply. German telecommunication providers accumulate be-
ween 30 and 400 disturbances within one week [108] . The BNA
ounted from 2017 to 2019 1830 landline and 1317 mobile network
ailures which couldn’t be solved by the providers themselves and re-
ained on average 34 days. Most of these severe incidents served by the
NA are located in urban areas. Nevertheless, rural areas, where farmers
re, are also affected and additionally show a poor supply of broadband
ommunication also in Europe as well as in the US [ 107 , 109 ] which
akes their internet supply even more vulnerable. 

To cover remote fields of a farm John Deere developed a solution
or rural connectivity for the Brazilian market. The Mobile Comm Cen-
er/ Smart Vehicle Terminal can be transferred via tractor to the remote
elds. It is a mobile repeater of stationary or mobile signals for LTE and
G networks. It has a range from 4 - 40km depending on the required
andwidth/ frequency [110] . 

Another possibility to overcome the rural lack of communication
echnology is described by Franchi from the project “Experimentierfeld
5 
ANDNETZ ”. So-called MCNs (Mobile Campus Networks) enable a local
G network for applications in real-time, like the processing of a pre-
cription map simultaneously to a site-specific fertilizer application. To
over a wider area also for small-scaled farmers with wider spacing in
etween single fields 5G mesh networks can be installed using mobile
gricultural campus networks [111] . This mobile solution, mounted on
 car trailer, includes next to 5G a WiFi6, a LoRaWAN (Long Range Wide
rea Network) network, and an edge cloud for data processing. Internet
onnection is established via LTE, LTE-M (LTE for machines), NB-IoT
NarrowBand IoT), or satellite communication [112] . 

SpaceX developed Starlink, which launched publicly with a beta ver-
ion in October 2020 [113] . The concept wants to cover remote areas
ith broadband internet (up to 150Mbps) and low latency ( > 20ms)

aunching in the end 42000 satellites in the orbit. Due to the develop-
ent state of Starlink connectivity interruptions are still possible [114] .
lso, temperature problems of the satellite dish still have to be encoun-

ered [115] . 

.6. Data safety and security 

Asking farmers about data sharing one perceives a certain scepticism.
n a European survey, most farmers see in the lack of data security the
ighest risk in digitization [116] . Data that farmers generate and col-
ect are comparable to the business secrecies of other economic actors
ecause the information from data means an advantage in knowledge
nd competition [16] . However, as data are not physical and are easily
uplicable, it was until today not possible to define a right on data own-
rship. Within the intellectual property law, it is difficult to dispense
ustice on a copyright law basis, concerning data that are regularly not
he result of thinking, creating processes. Mere, unordered collections of
raw data ” are not protected in this context, and also the GDPR (General
ata Protection Regulation) does not apply in such cases. But farmers’
ata in the normal cloud-based communication ways are exposed to sev-
ral third parties. Data security, data ownership, and data safety, also
or impersonalized data, need to be addressed [117] for example by en-
ering the corresponding parties into contracts [118] so that impersonal
ata (e.g. machine data) are as save as personal data are. Another pos-
ibility to personalize data is offered by the blockchain technology itself
nd furthermore the use of NFT (Non-Fungible tokens) [ 119 , 120 ]. Data
tored in this way in a blockchain still can be copied but the authenticity
f data is safely defined. 

Furthermore, decentrality amongst clouds is recommendable to in-
rease data security. Farmers also need instances of trust as machinery
ings to encourage them to share data [121] . Vogel [122] summarizes,
hat data sovereignty is hardly guaranteed and whoever is in posses-
ion of the data can use it as wished. Undesirable market dynamics that
ould lead to extortion of individuals and the lack of criteria defining
ata sovereignty led the German Conference of Justice Ministers to re-
ect the creation of defined data sovereignty [ 123 , 124 ]. Contracts with
he according service providers could bring data sovereignty to farmers
ut may also lead to unfavourable “lock-in ” effects [122] . 

To strengthen data sovereignty several activities took and still take
lace. There was an industry recommendation in Germany heading to
ssure full control of data sovereignty and rights of use to the farmer
125] . On a European level, there is “The EU code of conduct on agri-
ultural data sharing ” heading the same aims and centralizing clear
ontracts between collaborative parties after the principles of the code
118] . The number of signatories representing farmers, industries, and
ooperatives is gratifying and promising. However, still, several security
ssues on different layers of digital farming systems are present [117] .
herefore, concepts are needed which provide suggestions of systems
hat give control to the data originators or trusted parties of them and
rovide open, simple, and interoperable solutions, facilitating the intro-
uction and continuation in digitization for every farm size. 

In the authors’ point of view, absolute data sovereignty belongs to
he farmers concerning any data which are generated in the fields of
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heir responsibility. Farmers are the owners of these data, this needs to
e legally protected and substantiated by unique identification methods
f the corresponding data [116] . In the near future, this needs to be
aken care of, from the beginning of a cooperation, service, or machine
urchase. The EU code of conduct is a good basis for the beginning of a
egal process. Farmers are encouraged to use the “Code of conduct ” for
he critical examination of appropriate solutions. 

.7. IoT 

Defining the term IoT as a technology still seems misleading.
araforos [12] unites numerous definitions to the common denominator
f a technological paradigm. One might consider IoT as an integrating
etwork of technologies interacting and exchanging data in an ideally
nteroperable way. 

Kim [126] categorizes the applications of IoT fourfold in manage-
ent systems, monitoring systems, control systems, and unmanned ma-

hinery, which include respectively a perception layer where physical
roperties are recognized, the network layer realizing M2M communica-
ion, and the application layer where the data is being used or processed
o information. Chaudhary [127] conducted a case study on AGCO’s
use Technology’s ‘Connected Farm Services’ as a commercial IoT ex-
mple covering farm management, standard field works, monitoring,
nd dealer telemetries. They mention as a major vulnerability issue the
entrally connected network and the therefore comprehensive need of
yber security measures. IoT offers practical and also monetary bene-
ts at farm level if it is tailored to the needs of the user as realized in
he specific example of sugar cane production shown by van de Vooren
128] . 

.8. Edge and fog computing 

Increased invention and application of IoT solutions lead to a
trongly increased number of devices and data traffic which reveals the
ransmission and computing limits of cloud solutions. Therefore, apply-
ng edge and/or fog computing, data processing is being decentralized
rom the cloud, on or close to the data acquiring device, to the edge
f the network, leveraging this problem [129–132] . This results in a
owered latency by avoiding edge to cloud or edge to enterprise server
ound trips. By processing computing workload on edge devices or edge
ervers/gateways network congestion is minimized. Furthermore, data
rivacy and security are increased by installing access control options
t the corresponding edge device/ gateway [133–135] . Also, storage
nd intelligence capacities from the cloud can be mirrored on the edge
ervers. Fog computing is usually localized one level beyond edge com-
uting in the network. Like this, a decentralized and redundant infras-
ructure evolves and leads to more independence from centralized cloud
olutions. 

.9. Robots and AI 

As it was mentioned by Jha and Patidar [136] in a market report:
The global autonomous farm equipment market is projected to expand
t over 10% CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) through 2031, and
op a market valuation of US$ 150 billion by 2031 ”. Numerous Start-Up
ompanies all over the world develop robots and autonomous systems
or agricultural purposes [137] . Also here the amount of data that is
nd will be generated and has to be transferred, increases, and has to
e processed in high quality and quantity to ensure continuous func-
ionality to the autonomous systems also using AI. The actual working
peed and efficiency of autonomous systems are still low, which makes
orking hours in narrow time windows of certain works even more cru-

ial/critical. Furthermore, a full customer service is needed, which also
s a matter of costs. For technical issues or hardware problems, a service
echnician needs to be present near-time, and also for remote services
n case of software issues farmers need real-time online support. Thus,
6 
hese solutions need a solid and seamless digital infrastructure to exploit
he full potential of each device. Due to the competition of OEMs, whose
nterest in data sharing is limited [138] , the development of infrastruc-
ure is always lagging behind the development of single devices. But
o be forearmed for the use of autonomous systems, the infrastructure
onceptualization and development should be forced. A nice example
hows Saito [139] by using XML standards for directing robots to target
lants. 

Today AI in agriculture is used in decision support systems, expert
ystems, and agricultural predictive analytics [ 74 , 140 ]. Digital twin
ethods are dealt with for modelling future scenarios and preventing
isadvantageous circumstances [141] . Furthermore, data over periods
f decades could reveal regionally optimized crop rotations, cultivar se-
ections, and cultivation strategies by the application of AI. However, to
each this, the form of data storage, transmission, and processing must
rient on international standards to ease the interoperable interactions
f systems that can reflect entire agricultural processes [ 41 , 126 ]. 

.10. Use case: slurry application for small and medium-sized farms by 

achinery rings 

Slurry application is an often delegated application for small and
edium-sized farms today. Customers can order the service of a self-
ropelled slurry applicator using precision farming technologies like au-
osteer, online NIRS (Near-infrared spectroscopy) nutrient analysis, and
ite specific slurry application including section control, which farmers
hemselves would not invest for, for their own farms alone. 

If VRA is conducted, the data transmission goes via a USB stick.
hich can be inconvenient, due to the risk of data and hardware loss,

nd can be time-consuming if changes in the application map are neces-
ary. The data upload to the cloud can be tedious in rural areas because
f narrow bandwidth and low mobile network coverage but also occur
o be minimized by weak performance of the cloud services. FMISs lack
nterfaces for seamless data transmission and task execution. Task doc-
mentation also demands increased knowledge and skills of drivers to
rganize and overview data of multiple farms. The billing of the single
asks hereafter is done by hand and transferred to the computer manu-
lly for finalizing the invoicing. 

To summarize, high-tech machines and digital farming components
re available and implemented but are barely used to their full potential
p to automated documentation and billing, due to the lack of infras-
ructure and/or not interoperable or isolated components. 

. Requirements of a future IT structure to ensure resilience 

To meet the responsibility for a critical infrastructure and the
eather-dependent and therefore, time-critical conditions in agricul-

ure, specific requirements concerning the digital infrastructure are to
e fulfilled. If services or devices, which generate or need data, do not
ork at the application date, in most cases farmers will continue with-
ut it. This chapter aims to specify the requirements of regional and
n-farm ICT (Information and communications technology) infrastruc-
ures. Farmers’ independence of the susceptibility of centralized systems
nd the straightforward inclusion of small and middle scaled farms are
he main focus. 

.1. Agronomic aspects for crop production 

For the application of field measures like seeding, plant protection,
r fertilization, various information can be used and are required to
chieve maximum efficiency. The existing, actual, and forecasted data of
oil, plants, and weather conditions are decisive. Therefore, these agro-
omic data need to be easily accessible to farmers if they don’t acquire
hem themselves. The structure and the format of these data must fur-
her be readable and processible in farmers’ FMISs. The combination
nd systematic processing of these data should be straightforward via
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Fig. 1. Resilience in an FDFS achieved by decentralizing farm data management to three levels: Farm, district, and web level which include redundant storage and 
computing capacities corresponding to farmers’ needs. 
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ccessible algorithms and knowledge bases which are accessed and used
y the management software of the farmers. Like this, farmers have the
nformation to make profound decisions which they need directly in
rop management and field applications. Additionally, to existing data
ike yield maps or satellite images, these data are to be combined and
upplemented in the prescription map by merging also dynamic and
on-deterministic parameters by farmers as Heiß et al. [74] showed in
heir work. 

.2. Decentralization (cloud, edge and fog computing) 

Most FMISs and other digital farming components are and will be
ased on cloud computing solutions. Reasons are the advantages for
he companies like better customer support, instant new updates, and
ecentral data management. However, to correspond to the need for
esilience, centralized cloud-based services can become redundant and
ail-safe by decentralization. In Fig. 1 it is highlighted where decentral-
zation can be realized. Decentralization is required within the cloud
ayer, by placing functionalities redundantly within further clouds ide-
lly with geographically remote located servers. In the lower layer of fog
omputing, an additional, regional server location, driven by an MR or a
ocal government institution (GOV), can be implemented to expand de-
entralization on a regional level. Server maintenance and correspond-
ng storage, back up and computing capacities must be provided by the
esponsible institution. At the farm level, a farm server tailored to the
arms’ needs is required. It must be able to define the access rights to
arm data for third parties and has to ensure the required data protection
nd data privacy. The red arrows in Fig. 1 show the current means of
ata acquisition, communication, and processing in the corresponding
louds: From sensor/ device to OEM cloud to FMIS and back or further
o other destinations. The path over the cloud is the preferred way in the
uggested FDFS. Alternatively, and/or additionally, (orange arrows) in
ase of disconnection or outage, data can be sent to the farm server and
e processed there or on the district servers to maintain functionalities.
or the interpretation of this data, a certain level of intelligence in of-
7 
ine software on the farm server or secondary servers is needed because
armers hardly deal with raw data. 

.3. Communication 

The prerequisite for the common communication path in Fig. 1 (red
rrows) and as well for the connection between farm and regional server
ocations is the expansion of broadband internet over landline connec-
ion and mobile network coverage [78] especially to rural areas where
arms are located. For realizing the resilient communication path (or-
nge arrows), a local on-farm network is required (LWN, local wire-
ess network in Fig. 2 ) to sustain data communication between sen-
ors/devices and farm server/farm PC (personal computer). 

To enable communication during internet outages between farmers,
armers and contractors/MR, etc., a network communication technology
s required which ensures data communication over an area expansion
hat covers the region of the farmers, their partners, and contractors.
ere only small and necessary amounts of data need to be sent for ex-
mple to communicate basic data of an application task. Furthermore,
specially for small and middle scaled farmers who have to communi-
ate with different brands through MR and contractors, interoperability
f digital technologies is a major requirement. This concerns all compo-
ents of an FDFS beginning at data structures on sensor level and end-
ng at interfaces to sales and purchase. Finally, the FDFS needs to ensure
ata safety and security. The more digitization proceeds the more impor-
ant this requirement becomes. The systems must be protectable against
nwanted and malicious access. Traceability of data must be given so
hat it is known to the farmers who use their data and for which pur-
ose. Furthermore, information about the production process is offered
o the customer which increases trust in farmers’ practices. 

.4. Levels of resilience 

The basic requirement during a crisis affecting the internet and/or
ower supply is, that important data still can be acquired, sent, stored,
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Fig. 2. Hybrid conceptual framework for digital farming: conventional data flow over cloud services (blue and green layer, light blue arrows); resilient data flow 

(green layer only) in between farm server, desktop applications, machinery, local farm network (brown radio icon), and MR/contractors over wide range wireless 
communication (blue radio icon, blue arrow) [ 143 , 144 ]. 
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sed, and primarily don’t get lost. This can be guaranteed by a resilient
DFS. Internet connection quality (bandwidth and amount of failures) of
he farm location and the necessary components determine the aimed
evel of resilience. On this basis, a reasonable cost-benefit calculation
an be made. 

The more fail-safe functionalities must be present on the farm, the
ore sophisticated the FDFS on the farm will be. In Table 1 five levels

f resilience are suggested. The single levels build on each other and
nsure increasing independence of internet connection according to the
ndividual needs set by farmers’ used functionalities. The first level re-
ects default settings of the components providing only data which are
tored on the present hardware. No special efforts are considered at this
evel to become resilient. GNSS (global navigation satellite system) sig-
als are assumed to be redundant because of several independent GNSSs
nd receivers which are able to process signals from more than just one
NSS. On the second level, a desktop version of the FMIS enables farm-
rs to use FMIS functionalities offline. Depending on the offered offline
unctions of the respective FMIS desktop version, farmers may keep up
or example management and documentation tasks during internet out-
ges. On the third level the implementation of the farm server, a NAS
network-attached storage) server, introduces the main step of decen-
ralization. Relevant data are stored redundantly on this farm server,
acked up in cloud storage. Compared to a usual computer it enables
armers to store and process larger amounts of data to calculate for ex-
mple application maps or process forecasts which under normal con-
itions are done by cloud applications. Furthermore, access rights for
hird parties to farm data in the server and the different cloud accounts
re managed via the farm server. In general, this NAS is supposed to run
ore in the background of farmers’ daily computer work, which is done

n a normal PC. On the fourth level on-farm-IoT is enabled by an LWN
onnecting farm server and components with each other. Also, tracking
f machinery and animals is applied within this network. In level five
I runs on the farm server. The need for relevant farm data from online
ources for example gets automatically identified and updated. AI de-
8 
ects this data according to the documented and planned farm and field
orks and downloads automatically the corresponding data. Here, AI of

ourse is also limited in case of an internet blackout. But data could be
athered in advance before farmers think of it, and the maximum extent
f actualized data, until the internet outage, is exploited. 

An illustration at the example of the FMIS: An offline version en-
bling farmers to work independently of internet connection is required.
o substitute functionalities of the cloud version during outages other
oftware might be needed. Therefore, and also in general, export func-
ions for standardized and open source functions are required to be able
o use data further on and meet the needed level of resilience. The doc-
mentation of the acquired data is supposed to continue which requires
he connection of the FMIS to machinery and sensors. Replacing data
ransfer via USB stick an LWN provides this connection. This would be
avourable in far rural areas with long-term outages and long farm-to-
eld distances. In areas with a lower probability of outages and corre-
ponding demands of farmers, cache solutions on the devices and ma-
hinery could be sufficient already. 

The considerations made for Table 1 are individual for each farm
nd correspond to the required level of resilience. 

.5. Requirements for the examined use case in slurry application 

In the use case of inter-farm slurry application, small and middle
caled farmers are focused. to be integrated into digital farming applica-
ions. Technical solutions and infrastructures need to allow digital work
nd process documentation conducted by contractors. For this, a local
arm network is required to send task and documentation data in be-
ween the slurry applicator and farm PC or server. This documentation
irectly needs to fit for cross-compliance procedures with public author-
ties and personal calculations of the farm which requires a standardized
ormat. Furthermore, the billing of tasks shall be processed simultane-
usly for contractors. To enable task or route planning for the MR or
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Table 1 

Different stages of resilience considering digital farming features. 
√

means the component is functional in case of internet interruption. With ( 
√

) a limited function 
is denoted. 

Components Level of data resilience 

Level I Level II (I + Desktop FMIS) Level III (II + NAS-Server) Level IV (III + LWN) Level V(IV + AI) 

GNSS Signals/ guidance/ positioning 
√ √ √ √ √

Mobile RTK signal/guidance/ acurate 
positioning 

( 
√

) ( 
√

) ( 
√

) 
√ √

Field boundaries 
√ √ √ √ √

AB lines 
√ √ √ √ √

Telemetry ( 
√

) ( 
√

) 
FMIS 

√ √ √ √

Farm server 
√ √ √

LWN and RRN (Regional Radio Network) 
√ √

Documentation (Summary, Report) 
√ √ √ √

Documentation (As applied) 
√ √ √ √

Management zones (VRA) ( 
√

) 
√ √ √ √

Prescription maps (VRA) ( 
√

) 
√ √ √

Yield mapping (YM) ( 
√

) 
√ √ √ √

Soil mapping ( 
√

) 
√ √ √ √

Irrigation management ( 
√

) ( 
√

) 
√ √

Proximal sensing (crop monitoring) 
√ √ √ √

RS (UAV) 
√ √ √ √

RS (satellite) ( 
√

) last version manually ( 
√

) last version 
manually 

( 
√

) last version 
updated by AI 

Data Analysis (as applied documentation) ( 
√

) 
√ √ √

Data Analysis (e.g. of yield mapping) 
√ √ √

Automatic data acquisition and transfer 
√ √

Weather data ( 
√

) data of own 
weather station 

( 
√

) data of own 
weather station 

Forecasting (early warning systems) ( 
√

) data of own 
weather station 

( 
√

) data of own 
weather station 

Public geodata ( 
√

) last version manually ( 
√

) last version 
manually 

( 
√

) last version 
updated by AI 

Autonomous vehicles and robots ( 
√

) 
√

AI 
√
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ontractor a RRN (regional radio network, e.g. LoRaWAN) is required
hich allows communication to the farmers also without internet. 

. An open IT framework for digital farming 

A digitally managed farm becomes resilient if it is characterized by
tter independence of external internet connection (mobile or landline)
nd power supply. Like this, the FDFS is able “to prevent disasters and
rises as well as to anticipate, absorb, accommodate or recover from
hem in a timely, efficient and sustainable manner ” [142] . 

Nonetheless, all online features and functions are used compre-
ensively in normal conditions but are replaceable by farm particular
ystems in case of intermitted power and internet connection. Conse-
uently, a hybrid system ( Fig. 3 ) was developed, combining cloud-based
ystems (information and communication layer) and farm-specific solu-
ions (application layer). Likewise, it is for power supply, backed up by
n emergency power generator, which is already mandatory for live-
tock farming. 

The kernel of the FDFS is a farm server. By its installation on the
arm, it ensures the decentrality of the data repository. Storing data re-
undantly on different servers is the main aspect of configuring an FDFS
n a resilient manner. Moreover, decentrality results in a higher level of
ata safety by securing data against external access and loss. All nec-
ssary data for the applied precision farming solutions are available in
ny circumstance. 

To ensure the connection of sensors, machinery, farm server, and
arm management, during an internet outage, an LWN is installed. 

Less mechanized farms obtain digital farming technology through
ontractors or machinery rings. When a task is ordered by such latter
armer the contractor’s machinery connects to the LWN of the farm when
t is in reach. Data transfer of e.g. prescription maps or documentation

f tasks is then enabled. Communication between farm and contrac- c  

9 
or/machinery ring for task disposition can proceed before task execu-
ion with a minimum amount of data within an RRN of long-range like
oRaWAN. 

The single components of the FDFS in Fig. 2 are explained in detail
n the following sections. 

.1. Components 

.1.1. Emergency power supply 

First a farm managed by an FDFS needs a power generator for a
edundant power supply. With technical hardware solutions, it has to be
uaranteed that in case of a power failure no voltage drop occurs. This
an be achieved by bridging voltage drops with a UPS (uninterruptible
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ower supply) class 1 [145] , for server and data communication, until
he power generator reacts to the cut-off and provides a local power
upply. 

.1.2. Farm server 

The farm server is or can be a customary NAS (network-attached
torage) implementable for edge computing applications [146] . Its ca-
acities need to be selected according to the data and processing rates of
igital sensors and devices running on the farm and the needed degree of
esilience of the farm. Farmers have to decide which digital functionali-
ies are fundamental for a similarly effective and sustainable maintained
roduction without the internet thus balancing investment cost and nec-
ssary level of resilience. Fig. 3 summarizes the general functions which
ould be covered by the farm server. 

.1.2.1. Functionalities of the farm server. 

4.1.2.2.1. Data storage. The first main function of the farm server
s to store relevant data for farm management. Different data partitions
re to mention: Basic data like field boundaries for guidance and calcu-
ations, AB-lines for controlled traffic, management zones for variable
ate application, flight plans for drones, machinery settings, etc. 

Open Geodata, provided by public authorities, can be stored in an au-
omated updated version or even several older versions if necessary for
pecific applications of farmers. Needed versions of satellite images are
tored automatically corresponding to actual calculations of e.g. man-
gement zones. In level five this function can be conducted via AI, select-
ng and downloading the currently available satellite images according
o the needs of the planned crop rotation. 

Depending on the cache function of each machine or sensor the
erver also is supposed to be used as a cache in case machinery or sensor
as lost internet connection to send data to the cloud. Data sets of tasks
hat got interrupted by internet outages are completed in the cloud with
ache data from the farm server when an internet connection is reset or
ver the landline. Some specific data, individual for every farm, might
e needed in real-time where no delay by internet connection is accept-
ble. By receiving and storing these data, redundant to the proprietary
loud service, on the farm server ensures constant access to it. The for-
at of these in real-time needed backup data on the farm server must be

ead- and processible for offline desktop software. Here ISOXML, JSON-
D [67] , and for some applications, Shapefiles are the suggested formats.
hapefile and ISOXML are the most common in the actual applications
f OEMs. 

Data for later use could also be stored in manufacturer proprietary
ormats and be processed after reconnection to the internet in the pro-
rietary cloud. When purchasing technology, which disadvantageously
nly offers proprietary formats it is favourable to see if there exists a
lugin for converters like ADAPT [147] . Generally, here a clear farm-
pecific definition of necessary data has to be made by farmers because
he duration of internet blackouts is never predictable. 

4.1.2.2.2. Management of data access rights. Another important as-
ect is the data sovereignty of farmers over their data. Access for third
arties like business partners, dealers, and consultants, to data stored on
he farm server, as well as shared data in different clouds is controlled
y farmers with specific software on the farm server. Confidentiality,
ecurity, and appropriate use of private data belong to farmers’ major
oncerns referring to new technologies [148] and can be adequately ad-
ressed. 

4.1.2.2.3. Offline processing. Processing efforts congruent to the
loud infrastructure cannot be provided by the farm server. Among oth-
rs because of a lack of interacting functionalities between different
louds. Nevertheless, some applications of predictions, machine learn-
ng, or simple AI algorithms are possible. In this case, farmers are reliant
n the offline performances of their OEMs which evince a great deficit
n this sector. Accordingly, secondary processing software needs to be
hosen wisely. Focusing on long-term internet interruptions (weeks or
onths) each farm needs to decide about which processed data in which
10 
ime gap is indispensable. These diagnoses will reveal which proprietary
aw data are expected to be made available by manufacturers in open
nd standardized formats for farmers to be able to use the data in sec-
ndary software while the usual FMIS is not available and a desktop
ersion does not exist. 

4.1.2.2.4. Offline FMIS. Within the suggested FDFS, a desktop ver-
ion of the FMIS is intended. This is a decisive contribution for main-
aining effective, efficient, and sustainable crop production during any
nternet outage. The FMIS desktop version maintains the necessary func-
ionalities of the specific farm needs. The ideal case of a resilient FMIS
ould be redundant to the online version which is closely linked to the
rocessing efforts in the former section. Furthermore, interfaces to the
WN connect FMIS and machinery and ensure data transmission and
ocumentation. The FMIS of the presented FDFS provides export func-
ions of common, standardized, and open-source formats which ensures
nteroperability to secondary software like a GIS for example. When in-
esting in a FMIS farmers need to consider which services their FMIS
eeds to fulfil in a situation when no internet connection is available. 

.1.3. Network 

Data communication in between farm server (including all software
pplications of the farm, like FMIS…) and sensors/ machinery during
nternet outages is maintained by an LWN. Depending on farm size (nec-
ssary range), topography, data traffic (data rate/ bandwidth), and re-
uired latency of executed applications a corresponding network gets
nstalled. Farmers who depend on contractors or MRs additionally need
o be able to receive and send a radio signal to communicate tasks while
nternet communication is not available (blue radio symbol in Fig. 3 ).
therwise, machinery rings or contractors cannot manage their orders to
aintain maximum service capacity. This network does not necessarily
eed high bandwidth because for management purposes the contractor
r machinery ring only needs basic information about the task (date,
ob, field position, and boundary). The range of this signal is defined by
he catchment area of the contractor and MR. To establish and ease the
nstallation of such systems only view standards with low installation
osts should be taken into consideration. 

MRs and contractors, who work for the farmers, need to be able to
onnect with their machinery and sensors to the LWNs of their cus-
omers. When the executing vehicle is in reach of the LWN, the task
ata can be completely uploaded for task execution. When the job is
ompleted, as-applied and further documentation data are sent to the
MIS through the farm server over the LWN. To complete the indepen-
ence of the FDFS from external signals, the LWN also covers an alterna-
ive for positioning signals. That means all items on a farm, which use
osition data can navigate or track their position by calculating with
ignals of the LWN. In case the area covered by the LWN is too small for
he farm extension, georeferenced marker points can be distributed on
he farm area or mobile antenna stations can be set up [111] . 

.1.4. Interoperability through, semantics, ontologies, standardized 

ormats, and interfaces 

To reach interoperability, solutions and components are selected for
he FDFS, which build upon open and standardized data structures,
ata formats, and data models according to semantic web technologies.
herefore, the solutions fulfil the following prerequisites: 

1. Instances or entities are identified by IRIs [67] 
2. Data are described and linked according to the RDF format, defined

ideally by the data provider or service provider [46] 
3. Open, standardized transferable data formats like ISOXML and

JSON-LD are used 
4. The meaning of semantics are modelled by OWL, RDFS (RDF

Schema), or SKOS [102] 

The used ontologies (stored on the farm server as well as on the
eb) in the FDFS are available to all components via the LWN ensuring
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utomated machine readability of data independent of internet connec-
ion. Grimnes [102] give an overview in which semantics and ontologies
onsensus must be reached and AgGateway hosted an “Interoperability
orkshop ” where the most important standards are summarized [149] .
roprietary formats are avoided if possible, if not, at least a plugin inte-
ration to converting systems like ADAPT must be given. 

With higher integration of edge computing, this process could be
ased and intensified. Data processing components, like FMISs, are cho-
en after the prerequisites mentioned above and after the availability of
ditable and open interfaces to achieve seamless data import and export
rom machinery, sensors, and other software programs. 

.2. Use case slurry application 

The main use case in the project MRdigital in Germany was in the
eld of slurry application by a subsidiary company of two machinery
ings, which acts as a contractor. A self-propelled slurry applicator is
sed. Via NIRS technology nutrient contents of the substrate can be
easured which enables the system to conduct variable rate applica-

ion using prescription maps. Such an applicator in addition to digital
utrient measurement is seldom purchased by single farmers and a for-
iori, not by small and middle scaled farms. The business model to run
uch a machine within the organization and the management of machin-
ry rings makes precision farming technology (in this cases side specific
lurry application) accessible and affordable also for small and middle
caled farms. According to the latter sections, usually, tasks and pre-
cription maps are sent via the internet from the FMIS to the machinery
ing or directly to the machine and vice versa. Farmers using an FDFS
t their needed level can create and send tasks and prescription maps
lso during internet connectivity problems. The RRN enables the trans-
ission of simple task data in advance. The prescription map and the as

pplied documentation data get transferred when the slurry applicator
s in reach of the LWN of the farm. The machinery can read data from
ny kind of FMIS and write it back in the same format. 

. Discussion 

The approach of categorizing farmers’ needs of resilience into five
evels tried to meet the majority of conditions farms are exposed to.
evertheless, many farms might prioritize another sequence of upscal-

ng their level of resilience. For example, a farm with many sensors in
he field acquiring low-volume data might prioritize the installation of
n LWN before investing in a farm server. The five-level classification
s supposed to give orientation for digitizing farms to prepare for crises.
echnical setups are very individual and require therefore adapted so-

utions securing the most important digitized applications from failure.
To set up an individual FDFS and choosing the right technical com-

onents might overstrain the IT skills of most of the farmers, simply
ecause it’s not their profession. Lachia et al. [150] for example, found
hat the infield use of yield maps is too complex for over 50% of French
armers. Assembling the components of an FDFS might be even more
hallenging. But having once set up an FDFS, the maintenance of its
omponents, in addition, can also be expected as very demanding for
armers alone. Consulting and support from independent institutions are
eeded. 

A farm server as a central component of the FDFS covers many func-
ionalities from storage to processing and AI to the management of ac-
ess rights for third parties. This is also supposed to guarantee data own-
rship and control by farmers on whom has access and uses their data for
hich purposes. The more extensive these server functionalities get, the
arder it can be for farmers to overview and control them. A lot of time
ight be needed for farmers to incorporate extensive server functional-

ties. But this should balance itself, the more functionalities the server
overs, the more farmers will profit and the more time and money they
ight be willing to invest and vice versa. 
11 
Considering that sensors and machinery have cache storage capac-
ties to store raw data when cloud connection is lost, a large on-farm
torage server might not be needed, especially if the farm is located in
n area with a rather reliable internet supply. But here too, it depends on
he applications farmers deploy. Areal imaging for example needs much
torage capacities and sometimes low latency which makes it necessary
o store and process the images on the farm server to be in time with
he following application. 

The proposed FDFS can be a chance for small and middle scaled
armers in employing digital farming technologies. Only the investment
f administrative components, like an FMIS, is sufficient and can, under
ertain circumstances, be built up modularly according to farmers’ needs
nd investment possibilities. Machinery and technology are rented or or-
ered from MRs and contractors. Here we meet the problem of lacking
nteroperability. When choosing digital components, farmers need to
ook out for solutions that use international standards on semantics and
ntologies, in addition, to open APIs and data formats to ensure interop-
rability with future or external solutions. Developing such customer- or
ranch-specific solutions remains the responsibility of established agri-
ultural software developers and solution providers [151] . Solutions in-
luding proprietary data formats should be avoided. Also, the MRs and
ontractors need to take this into account when investing in new tech-
ologies. 

What is not defined in this paper is the detailed organization of data
ow at the moment of an interruption of cloud connection. Depend-

ng on the data, cache memory is a bridging solution for yield data for
xample. Acquired in-field moisture or temperature data which need
o be displayed to the farmer with low latency a direct switch to the
uggested resilient infrastructure must be given. Concrete solutions for
achine data, which have been tested in the field, were shown in the

Green project with the so-called “Machine Connector ” [152] . For data,
nly allowing low latencies, the LWN directly has to be used in case of an
nterrupted internet connection. Again, here farmers have to diagnose
nd define which data they need, with which latency, and accordingly
esign the FDFS. In any case, if farmers have to calculate with inter-
uptions, a parallel, hybrid data acquisition, like in the suggested FDFS,
eems best practice. On-farm data storage on the farm server can be
rased if cloud computing of a certain task is completed and data safety
s guaranteed. 

The digitization span amongst farmers reaches from no network cov-
rage at all, to farms that use autonomous robots controlled with real-
ime data. For the latter, our approach in the FDFS at Level V makes
erfect sense. However, most farmers in a worldwide perspective have
o internet at all or only a low bandwidth landline connection to the
ffice area. Solutions that use, and should use, the prior way over an in-
ernet connection but without providing desktop solutions, are strongly
imited from the start on such remote farms. These farms indicate most
easonable the concern of this paper and might directly take level four
r five into account of their digitization process. 

Last but not least, it is difficult for farmers who already invested in
nd implemented proprietary solutions of a few OEM brands to switch
o or integrate open, standardized, and flexible solutions. APIs and con-
erter plugins are needed for seamless data exchange which is often
n conflict with the business model of the manufacturer. Once more a
ase where it is the responsibility of the OEMs to provide interopera-
le solutions. Advantages of strengthened interoperability not just for
he farmers are expected, but also for the OEMs who might integrate
heir innovations in the partwise proprietary environment of another
EM. Farms, as mentioned here, seem to be in the same situation as

he partners of the iGreen project who decided on the following strat-
gy to ensure interoperability: “iGreen touches on so many actors, that
 traditional top-down, up-front standardization of document formats
nd APIs would be so costly and time-consuming that it would be im-
ossible to realize within the frames of the project. Instead, the iGreen
roject used semantic technologies as an attractive alternative to costly
nd time-consuming standardization efforts by committee ” [102] . 
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. Conclusion and outlook 

With the increasing digitization of farm infrastructures, machinery,
quipment, components, and agricultural processes in general, food pro-
uction enters more intense dependencies on digital technologies. It can
e concluded that these dependencies are critical because the techno-
ogical basis is afflicted with vulnerabilities farmers hardly can influ-
nce. As one of the critical infrastructures, food production doesn’t allow
lackouts. Therefore, farmers have to assess and evaluate technological
ependencies and react by installing resilient solutions for farm-relevant
rocess chains. Offline first solutions, local and decentral storage and
omputing capacities, farm-specific radio networks, and AI solutions can
eet vulnerabilities in the actual equipment status of farmers. 

It is necessary to exploit the advantages of digital farming solutions
o meet worldwide challenges in human nutrition with every farm size.
ooperatives, machinery rings, and other farmers’ supporting institu-
ions should effectively get involved in supplying farmers with digital so-
utions. Resilient solutions promise seamless functionality and are con-
equently able to increase adoption of digital solutions among farmers
trengthening and growing sustainable and maintained food production.
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